“MY CUSTOMERS WANT E15 FUEL, BUT EPA IS TYING MY HANDS”

Charlie Good
Owner
Good & Quick Companies

Charlie Good is an ASE-certified mechanic who has owned a gas station for more than 30 years.

Until recently, he was tied to an oil company contract limiting the types of fuel he could sell.

When Charlie broke free from the contract restrictions and began selling E15, it became one of his best sellers.

“My customers love E15,” Charlie says. “There’s no way I’d ever go back to an oil company that ties my hands.”

But now, EPA is restricting Charlie from selling what his customers want. During the busy summer driving season, Charlie and other retailers aren’t allowed to sell E15 because EPA refuses to update an obsolete emissions regulation.

Charlie’s customers prefer E15 because it has fewer emissions and costs less than gasoline. It’s time to let Charlie sell what his customers want.

Bipartisan legislation is pending in Congress to allow station owners like Charlie to sell E15 year-round.

STAND WITH CHARLIE
SUPPORT S.517 AND H.R.1311
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